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Obesity represents one of the biggest public health challenges facing us today. Urbanisation, sedentary lifestyles and the availability of inexpensive, highly palatable foods have promoted the increasing prevalence of obesity over the past 30 years. However, some people gain weight more easily than others, and there is strong evidence that, within a given environment, this variance in body weight is influenced by genetic factors. This article discusses how genetic studies have contributed to our understanding of the mechanisms involved in the regulation of body weight. We now understand that weight is regulated by neural mechanisms that regulate appetite and energy expenditure and that disruption of these pathways can result in severe obesity in some patients. These studies provide a framework for investigating patients and ultimately may guide the development of more rational, targeted therapies for genetically susceptible individuals with severe obesity.
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Introduction

Since their inception in 1639, the Goulstonian Lectures have frequently addressed the clinical challenges of the time. Unsurprisingly, yellow fever and febrile contagion (1806) and the ‘nature and affinities of tubercle’ (1867) occupied physicians for much of the nineteenth century. Given the impact of obesity and associated disorders such as type 2 diabetes, it is perhaps appropriate therefore, that obesity was the focus of my lecture in 2013.

Obesity as a disorder of energy homeostasis

In its simplest terms, obesity arises when there is an imbalance between energy intake and energy expenditure. Evidence clearly shows that both increases in energy intake and reductions in energy expenditure during physical activity have driven increases in the mean body mass index (BMI) seen in many countries over the past 30 years. However, the interaction between an individual’s genetic predisposition and their environment influences where they lie within the population’s BMI distribution. Family, twin and adoption studies suggest that the heritability of body weight ranges between 40% and 70%. Genetic influences seem to be more potent at the extremes of the BMI distribution and in people from some ethnic groups who seem to be particularly susceptible to developing obesity (eg Polynesians). Given the estimated heritability of BMI, genetic approaches can be a useful tool to investigate the mechanisms involved in weight regulation and how those mechanisms are disrupted to contribute to obesity. Working with colleagues in Cambridge and with many collaborators around the world, we have discovered several genes whose disruption leads to severe obesity that begins in childhood (Fig 1). The study of these patients and the molecular and physiological mechanisms that link genetic changes to obesity and associated clinical phenotypes have informed our understanding of the systems that are involved in the regulation of body weight and the coupling of changes in energy balance to changes in neuroendocrine axes, immunity and other parameters.

Hypothalamic pathways involved in energy balance

Mammals will make coordinated adjustments to their food intake or energy expenditure in response to food restriction and overfeeding to defend a set point for body weight. Experiments with lesions in animals established the key role of brain regions, including the hypothalamus, in the regulation of body weight, and these findings were supported by clinical reports of patients with tumours involving hypothalamo-pituitary structures associated with food-seeking behaviour and obesity. Parabiosis experiments in inbred strains of mice with severe obesity, such as ob/ob and db/db mice, suggested the existence of a circulating factor that regulated weight. Identification of this hormone, leptin, through positional cloning of the ob gene, and the finding that this gene was mutated in severely obese ob/ob mice paved the way for the identification of the neural circuits that control energy homeostasis.

Leptin – a critical regulator of energy balance

Leptin is an adipocyte-derived secreted hormone, circulating levels of which correlate closely with fat mass. Leptin’s physiological role is primarily to signal in response to nutritional depletion, in that fasting results in a decrease in leptin levels,
which triggers a series of changes in energy intake, energy expenditure and neuroendocrine function in order to maintain energy homeostasis. Many of the physiological effects of leptin are mediated through hypothalamic neurones that express the signalling form of the leptin receptor. Primary leptin-responsive neurones in the hypothalamus project to second-order neurones in the hypothalamus and other brain regions that express the melanocortin 4 receptor (MC4R). These hypothalamic pathways interact with other neural systems to coordinate appetite and modulate efferent signals to the periphery, regulating intermediary metabolism and energy expenditure.

Mutations in the leptin pathway cause severe human obesity

We showed that homozygous mutations in the genes that encode the hormone leptin result in severe obesity from a young age. The key clinical features in affected patients are an intense drive to eat (hyperphagia) and aggressive behaviour when food is denied. Patients also exhibit impaired satiety, with food-seeking behaviour evident soon after the end of a meal. Although the study of neural mechanisms in detail has obvious challenges in humans, functional neuroimaging allows for whole-brain evaluation of the neural response to food-related stimuli. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have provided clear evidence that the brain’s control of eating is not confined to the hypothalamus and brainstem but involves a complex array of subcortical and cortical regions. Based on the clinical observation that patients with leptin deficiency like all foods and display emotional responses to food, we hypothesised that leptin may play a broader role in mediating aspects of eating behaviour, such as the rewarding properties of food. Using fMRI, we found that leptin-deficient patients had marked activation of the ventral striatum – an area associated with pleasure and reward – in response to the visual presentation of food vs non-food items; even images of very bland foods were rewarding and elicited striatal activation in these patients compared with healthy volunteers.

Mutations in the gene that encodes the leptin receptor result in a very similar phenotype characterised by hyperphagia and severe early-onset obesity. Leptin and leptin receptor deficiency are associated with hypothalamic defects and a failure of normal pubertal development. Meanwhile, some evidence indicates delayed but spontaneous onset of menstruation in some leptin-receptor-deficient adults. It is plausible that the excess adipose tissue mass in these patients leads to the production of sufficient oestrogen (due to the action of aromatase) to result in uterine development and irregular menses in the absence of fully developed secondary sexual characteristics. Leptin may exert these effects on the reproductive system through a number of molecules, including kisspeptin, which signals through GPR54 to modify the release of gonadotrophin-releasing hormone.

Although congenital leptin deficiency is rare, we were able to show that it is entirely treatable using daily subcutaneous injections of recombinant human leptin, with beneficial effects on the degree of hyperphagia, reversal of the immune defects and infection risk seen in leptin-deficient patients, and permissive effects on the appropriate development of puberty (Fig. 2). Such treatment is currently available on a named-patient basis. We showed that the major effect of leptin administration is on food intake, with normalisation of hyperphagia, enhanced satiety and normalisation of the striatal response to food images. We were unable to demonstrate a major effect of leptin on basal metabolic rate (BMR) or free-living energy expenditure, but, as weight loss by other means is associated with a decrease in BMR, the fact that energy expenditure did not fall in leptin-deficient subjects is notable. Administration of leptin permits progression of appropriately timed pubertal development, which suggests that leptin is a permissive factor for the development of puberty in humans.

Central melanocortin pathways

In further studies in patients with severe early-onset obesity, we identified mutations in a number of genes involved in pathways that regulate appetite downstream of leptin. Leptin stimulates the expression of pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) in primary neurones located in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus. Pro-opiomelanocortin is extensively modified post-translationally to generate the melanocortin peptides that activate the melanocortin receptors to modulate diverse functions in the central nervous system, adrenal gland and skin. The melanocortins are agonists at melanocortin receptors and suppress food intake. In addition, leptin inhibits orexigenic pathways mediated by neurones expressing the melanocortin antagonist Agouti-related peptide (AgRP) and neuropeptide Y (NPY), which can suppress expression of POMC. These two sets of primary leptin-responsive neurones project to second order neurones expressing MC4R.

We and others have reported that heterozygous mutations in MC4R are found in 2–3% of children seen in obesity clinics and up to 5% of patients with severe early-onset obesity, making MC4R deficiency the most common genetic form of severe obesity. Functionally significant mutations in MC4R are found at a frequency of about one in 1,000 in the general population in the UK, which makes MC4R deficiency one of the most common highly penetrant genetic diseases. Functionally significant mutations of the MC4R gene are inherited in a codominant manner, with variable penetrance and expression in heterozygous carriers. As a result of this growing body of information, assessment of the MC4R gene is increasingly seen as a necessary part of the clinical evaluation of a severely obese child.

Carriers of the MC4R gene mutation are objectively hyperphagic, but the degree of hyperphagia is not as severe as that seen in leptin deficiency. By studying a large number
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of patients with different mutations of the MC4R gene, we found that the severity of receptor dysfunction seen in *in vitro* assays predicted food intake at a test meal, which suggests that signalling through this pathway is a major mechanism for the regulation of appetite. As such, a number of drugs that target MC4R are being developed for the potential treatment of severe obesity, initially focusing on this group of patients.

We found that MC4R-deficient patients have a lower prevalence of hypertension and lower systolic and diastolic blood pressures compared with equally obese volunteers. We hypothesised that the lower blood pressures seen in MC4R-deficient humans may be explained by altered activation of the sympathetic nervous system. Information about central autonomic regulation can be inferred from the response of end organs such as the heart by the measurement of heart rate variability, which is a widely accepted non-invasive tool that has been validated against more direct pharmacological measurements of sympathetic and parasympathetic activation. We found that sleeping heart rate (mediated predominantly by parasympathetic activation) was similar in MC4R-deficient subjects and controls. The increase in heart rate on waking (driven predominantly by sympathetic nervous system activation) was reduced in MC4R-deficient subjects. We found that urinary excretion of noradrenaline was markedly reduced in MC4R deficiency, which would be consistent with a predominant effect of central MC4Rs on impaired release of noradrenaline from nerve terminals rather than on catecholamines released from the adrenal medulla. These findings established the importance of MC4R-mediated

![Fig 2. Severe obesity due to congenital leptin deficiency is treatable. A 3-year-old patient with leptin deficiency (a) before and (b) after treatment with recombinant human leptin.](image)
signalling in the regulation of blood pressure and suggested that melanocortinergic circuits play a key role in mediating the link between changes in weight and changes in blood pressure.

Conclusions

Obesity is one of the major public health threats of our time, and a number of approaches will need to be employed to tackle the health burden at a population level. However, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that some individuals are particularly susceptible to developing severe obesity. Future strategies to treat and support this group of patients, whose numbers are increasing, will need to consider the major biological influences on the drive to eat and how heritable differences between individuals influence their risk of obesity. Our work has emphasised the need to recognise and characterise the heterogeneity of obesity and to define subgroups of patients at risk of different metabolic and cardiovascular complications, who may benefit from targeted preventative and therapeutic strategies.
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